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Home Puzzles Storm Legion Kingsward Kingsward Puzzle 7274 1227 528 249 1127 No Data Changelog Developer Information Home Strategy Kings Legion Package Size Score Update on sets Signature 4013e37cec52744bb3dc4af2406e222053c0de1a APK File SHA1 4cad9b4c8458bc30a9dd5e77f08fe93c9d7b00 Are you ready to play Kings Legion with other players around the
world? Save Nasland from dark forces and restore order to the world! Call your favorite heroes, choose your Faith and equip fearless troops to build your own empire! Unique features -Ally with friends Create or join the Alliance, unite your allies and rally on the battlefield together! -Gate Libya! Confused as a rookie? The Llivia Gate leads you to the secret place of Nasland, where
you can learn about the magnificent story behind it and learn well! -Powerful heroes recruit and upgrade heroes from Nasland, and let them help your kingdom all the way to achieving the glorious throne! -3D camera Switching battle scenes! Experience unprecedented battle scenes where you can freely switch between different camera positions in 3D reality! -Choose your faith
You are a military genius, economic talent or research consultant? Here you can choose your faith and decide your path of development! -A variety of strategies for the game! A variety of combinations of combat personnel from 15 types of troops and up to 35 heroes! You can't miss it if you're a true fan of game strategy! Unlimited market system! Need legendary weapons and
resources? Go shopping in the market system Nasland and trade with the world's merchants to meet all your needs! Facebook fan page: Legion and Order is a completely free game, but there are some game elements that can also be purchased for real money. If you don't want to use this feature, please turn off in-app purchases in your device settings. In addition, in accordance
with our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, you must be at least 13 years old to play or download the Legion and Order. Atska'ot VideoAtskashot VideoAtskashot Video This guide serves as the center, where you can immediately get information for any hidden things or secrets in the legion, and users are encouraged to use the content table to quickly move on to things they
may be interested in such as rare treasures, riddles, toys, artifacts appearance/ability, achievements, and NPCs.The Hivemind is a unique secret woW grief added in the Battle of Azeroth, Patch 8.1: Tides of Revenge. We felt it was best to post here rather than in our battle for Azeroth's secrets guide given most of the steps that take place in the Legion. This puzzle has been
solved by WoW's Secret Search for Discord. You can check them out by Hivemind, documenting all of them and solve puzzles, for the latest information. Screenshot Veph on WowheadThe Fathom Dweller is an underwater jellyfish mountain that can be obtained by first completing a series of steps that can be found in the Kosumoth Hungry WoW Secret Search for Discord guide
here! Once the steps are complete you will unlock a world quest called DANGER: Kosumoth Hunger, which will either reward the Fathom resident or the Hungry Claw (find more information in the pet section below) depending on the rotation, which is said to change every 2 weeks. Click on me for TomTom Waypoints! Waypoints пользователем rcillig,/way Broken Shore 37,71 -
Поговорите с Drak'thul/way Broken Shore 57,52 - Пещера с грязевой кучей, чтобы грабить Выветренную реликвию/путь Сломанный берег 37,71 - Поговорите с Drak'thul AgainOrbs:/путь Azsuna 37.96 37.41/way Stormheim 32.92 75.90/way Val'sharah 41.51 81.18/way Broken Shore 29.16 7 8.57/way Azsuna 59.37 13.13/way Broken Shore 67.26 14.90/way Highmountain
55.84 38.47/way Azsuna 54.402 26.18/way Eye of Azshara 79.52 89.31/way Broken Shore 37 71Screenshot от Eldemu on WowheadFalcosaurs милые маленькие дино-птицы, которые после серии квестов, превращается в большой горе для вас, чтобы насладиться! Take a look at the Falcosaur Guide purgatorywolf here to learn how to get these cute furry creatures!
Snowfeather HunterBriant DirebeakPredatory BloodgazerViridian SharptalonThe Reins of the Long-Forgotten Hippogryph is a flying mountain that can be obtained by collecting 5 ephemeral crystals that can be found all over Asuna and must be pressed before any other player does. Screenshot victoriaeydt at WowheadFor a more in-depth guide on where to find these crystals, you
can WoW Secret search for Reince's long-forgotten Hippogryph guide here. Riddler's Mind-Worm is a mountain of flying worms that you can get by tracking pages all over Azeroth in a certain order. The evidence that led to the mountain's solution was inspired by a cosmological diagram from World of Warcraft: Chronicle Volume 1. Screenshot raiakh at WowheadFor a more in-
depth guide on where to find the pages needed to get this grief, you can check out WoW's Secret Search in Riddler's Mind-Worm guide here! Lucid Nightmare is a secret grief rewarded to find out riddles all over Azeroth! To get this mountain, you have to hunt down pages on several continents. On your way you will see references to the Old Gods and even take part in fun mini-
games. Screenshot of Julia on WowheadFor a detailed look on how to solve this riddle, check out the WoW Secret Search Lucid Nightmare guide here! Antoran Charhound is a rare drop from the Felhound Sargeras F'harga and F'Harga, who are the second boss in the Antorus raid, Burning Throne. This grief is given to the player with a low drop rate, there can be a bonus rolled,
and falls in all difficulties. Screenshot On WowheadThe Abyss Worm is a rare fall from Mrs Sassz'ine in the tomb raid Sargeras. This grief is given to the player with a low drop rate, there can be a bonus rolled, and falls in all difficulties. Screenshot neareida on WowheadThe most sought-after hidden things are of course achieving. They have been around for years, and even to this
day players are happy to uncover new hidden achievements that in some cases reward very interesting and valuable things. Achieving a Drum Circle can be obtained by participating in a drum lap at Thunder Drum in Highmountain. To complete this, you need 8 people to jump up and down on the Thunder Drum in the center of the room. Youtube Video Guide AH SeanRTo Get
Achievement Boost!, You Help Boost Win a Snail Race at Stonedark Grotto. Completing this achievement rewards the player with a pet zoom.You can find the video guide below, but it has been discovered by TheJawa that you can: Bust out a snippet of desire, watch him confuse the hell of snails, and watch the zoom cruise to an easy victory. Youtube Video Guide to WoW-quests
To get the achievement They see me Rolling, you have to successfully deliver a barrel of Storm Brew without any damage. You can find the video guide below! Youtube Video Guide GordrickThe Sun Darter Hatchling Pet comes from an oddly-colored egg at the back of a consumption cave on the Winterspring coast. As the name of the cave suggests, you will need to use different
consumables to break through each barrier. Your character will also get a Consuming Silence debuff inside the instance, so you can't use any abilities - it's up to the consumables to remove the barriers! Click Me for a list of essentials! Required items from pamelamelbyResobblen: 15 Items1. Basic firefighting potion (alchemy or AH)2. Basic Arcane protection potion (alchemy or
AH)3. Basic Frost protection potions (alchemy or AH)4. The main Holy Protection of the zelion (alchemy or AH)5. Basic conservation potion (alchemy or AH)6. The main shadows of the protection of potions (alchemy)7. Noggenfogger Elixir x 5 (buy in Gadgetzan from Sprinkle Noggenfogger - opposite flight path)8. Scotty's Lucky Coin - Unique you can only keep one, but three
charges (Looted sprite named Scotty's Townlong Stepps - Coor: 21.46 behind and under a small house)9. Dire Brew - unique you can only keep one (Blackrock Depths - go to Grim Guzzler - talk to a dark iron brewer in the back over and over again, until it falls and falls off his mug - then rob it (circle kind of hard to see in the fog)10. Essential oil (alchemy or AH)11. Pygmies oil x 7-
10 (alchemy or AH)12. Scroll of intelligence (inscription or AH)13. Princess Perks Pug costume (and hilarious pug!) 14. Ogre Costume - Unique you can only hold one (Dire Mall - northern instance (from repeated quest inside - go left at the entrance and up through the courtyard of The Grove and Dogs, then through the door and down the ramp Giver, then opposite the ramp to
pick up the quest item and back in search of the giver - Ogre's costume is a reward)15. Winter Falls Falls (Jack off Winterfall Furbogs - Coor: 25.52) Screenshot of Eldemu at WowheadFor a detailed look on how to make your way through the cave, check out WoW Secret Finding's Discord guide for Sun Darter Hatchling here! Hungry Claw is a tentacles pet that can be obtained by
first completing a series of steps that can be found in The Kosumoth Hungry WoW Secret Search in Discord Guide here! Once you complete the steps you will discover a world quest called DANGER: Kosumoth Hunger, which will either reward Hungry Claw or Fathom Dweller (find more information in the section of the mountain above) depending on the rotation, which is said to
change every 2 weeks. Click on me for TomTom Waypoints! Waypoints by user rcillig,/way Broken Shore 37.71 - Talk to Drak'thul/way Broken Shore 57.52 - Mud Heap Cave, to rob The Weathered Relic/The Way Broken Shore 37.71 - Talk to Drak'thul AgainOrbs :/way Azsuna 37.96 37.41/way Stormheim 32.92 7 5.90/way Val'sharah 41.51 81.18/way Broken Shore 29.16 6
78.57/way Azsuna 59.3 7 13.13/way Broken Shore 67.26 14.90/way Highmountain 55.84 38.47/way Azsuna 54.. 02 26.18/way Eye of Azshara 79.52 89.31/way Broken Shore 37 71Screenshot from Eldemu at WowheadWhat would the emerald dream be if there were no whelps flying? In the Emerald Nightmare raid, you can find two types of pets-one that requires a little pet fighting
and another that requires luck and a few bonus rolls! This nightmare-stained cutie Nightmare Whelpling falls the Ysondre nightmare dragons at all odds with a 1.1% drop chance. The chance of falling may seem low, but luckily you can bonus roll on the boss. The screenshot of Owlecks on WowheadThese Dream Whelplings is actually very easy to get and just as easy to miss.
After the murder of Hawius, the raid is teleported to the Emerald Dream. Normally, you can rob the boss and the hearth, right? Well, if you look around you will see Dream Whelplings flying all over! Just pet fight and catch them as you would any other pet fight and enjoy! A screenshot from the aclockworkrobot on WowheadLegion content is filled with elite mobs and treasures
scattered throughout the Broken Islands. Killing these mobs and uncovering treasures will reward you with achievements, transmog, toys and pets. For this secret, awards Uuna giving you/hugs and, throughout the mystery, you'll learn more about Uwn's storyline, unlock makeup and make friends with her. Take note that the story can be a bit dark as it was very difficult to write. For
a step-by-step guide to Uuna's storyline, you can check out this guide: Uuna's Storyline is a Dark Place. NameTypeDropCrab ShankToyPinchshankBenaxPetAnax Once you settle your base in the Broken Bank, you can find a Goblin named Karl's Excavator right behind the Ramp Deliverance Point, which will have a quest under Spiders? Доступны. Teh Teh Starts a short chain:
Completing these quests above will give the player access to the hidden supplier Treasure Master Iks'reeged, which sells the Toy Lingering Wyrmtongue Essence for 0 Nethershard nethershards. Using this toy will turn the player into a wyrmtongue within 10 minutes! If you need help with any chain step, you can go on to comments on that specific quest to find more help, the
Boxofbeer user put up a handy video for most quests! A screenshot of Effedupcamel at WowheadAfter exploring the zoo in Suramar, you can head over to the gift shops and get yourself some cute stuffed animals consisting of Souvenir Elekk, Souvenir Raptor, Souvenir Murloc, and even Devilsaur Lunchbox toy. These souvenirs are sold by Dolse Shimmersong, Sasunne
Dameuse and Kieule on their stands. You can also purchase shal'dorice cream from the owners of Menagerie stores, which is a cute pun meaning, Shal'dorei cream. Chocolate cookies can buy pastry chef Palu in Suramar. If you eat enough of these delicious treats and you get the achievement you will feel right like rain. In addition to the chocolate liver, you can also purchase
Shal'dorice cream from Palu, which is a cute pun meaning, Shal'dorei Cream. Screenshot of Cielos on WowheadOn east side of Thunder Totem. Slyhoof Shameless Shaman is used by a totem vendor can be found in a small hut. It sells a lot of fun items consisting of a magazine chair to sit on, a 30-slot bag If you don't see this vendor, make sure you complete the attack on
Highmountain or wait for it to be over if there is one up-it makes it disappear until it is completed. A screenshot of Cielos on WowheadThese collectibles are in demand either for the sake of completion or because there is such a huge variety of toys that add a few fun items to the game. Like any other type of reward, including attachments, transmogs and pets, some toys are
hidden and don't just show up in the overall interface of the game. You can find sitting on a table upstairs in the Legerdemain Lounge in New Dalaran. According to the comments of this toy, the presence of various items in the bag will cause another animal when using the toy. Screenshots perculia on WowheadCheck from the comments section for a list of all the items needed to
create different animals. While Gul'dan may be one of the meanest antagonists in World of Warcraft, it sure does deliver some amazing collectibles for all to enjoy! Skull corruption can fall Gul'dan in all difficulties with a 0.5% drop chance, but can only be obtained if you are a Demon Hunter.Using this toy makes your Demon Hunter repeat the famous Illidan pose where he kneels
with Gul'dan skull in hand. Screenshot of Diane on WowheadSimilar to toy above, Golden Hearthstone card: Lord Jaraxxus can fall out of Gul'dan in all the difficulties behind 1.7% drop chance. This toy when used turns the player into Jaraxxus himself and allows the player to shout some of his his iconic phrases such as: You encounter Jaraxxus, Eredar Lord Burning Legion! And
Trifling gnome! Your arrogance will be your doom!. The screenshot of Rokarn on WowheadThe Pilfered Sweeper is a rare 3% chance drop from Curious Wyrmtongue Cash, which can be opened with Wyrmtongue's Cash Keys. When using this toy, make sure you take out the cat fighting pet afterwards- believe me. To learn more about unlocking the quest line that gets access to
this toy, scroll up to vendors and read about Treasure Master, or click here to be ported before it. A screenshot of user Jigs on WowheadEndgineer Omegaplugg is a level 110 hidden NPC in Gnomeregan which drops the Vial green Goo toy. Since Omegaplugg is level 120 NPC, like the Battle of Azeroth, you will need a party to kill it and stop the bombs from spawning. For any
details on how to make this NPC caviar or any fight performance based on the problems check out this comment. The screenshot of Effedupcamel on WowheadThe Shine Kit shoe is a hidden toy that, when used, makes your shoes beautiful and shiny! This toy was inspired by Gnome Sheddle Glossgleam, who, in Old Dalaran, will shine your shoes and give you the positive effect
of shiny shoes if you are sitting in a chair. To get this game, you should just rob Sheddle's chest in Dalaran for a certain period of time: For EU players: chest spawns at midnight on Saturday night and transfers to Sunday morning CET (Server time). For U.S. players: Breast spawns at midnight on Saturday night and carries on Sunday morning PST. The screenshot of user Jigs on
WowheadThe Mole Machine race was one of the most interesting aspects of the Dark Iron Dwarf Allied Race. It has been discovered that, along with a mole machine transporting you to Stormwind, Ironforge and their starting area in Shadowforge City, there are plenty of places around Azeroth (and other worlds!) with mole machines that you can add to your racial destination! Mole
machines locations, found in the Legion can be found below: Mole Machine/Way Broken Shore: Broken Islands 71.73, 48.0Mole Machine/Way Highmountain:Broken Isles 44.6, 72.9After how the Blingtron 6000 is called by an engineer, and you got a daily search from it, click on the Blingtron 6000 again and the version of the speech, all dressed up. Where's the party? This will
teleport the player to one of the many places listed below, thanks to robertrence at wowhead.- Banquets in Jade Forest.- Ogri'la at Blades Edge Mountain-Brazie Farmstead in Hillsbrad-Naz'anak Foothills: Forgotten Depths Under Icecrown Citadel-Brawl'gar Arena in Ogrimmar-Purple Salon in Dalaran-Hemet Happy Hunting Grounds in Draenor Nagrand.- Outside Karajan-Inside
The Tower of Security with Larion in the Marshal's Stand at the Un'Goro Crater-Scar Worldbreaker at Badlands-Gurubashi Arena, Stranglethorn Vale- Bizmo in Brawlpub in Deeprun Tram. Yes, you can be sent there, You Orda.- Unga Ingoo, South Krasarang Wilds-Galliwix Pleasure Palace in Blown Land on top of Mesa East Dark Portal.Completing Achievement Higher
Dimensional Training provides the player with an Adept Guide to Measuring Rifting. which when using the player's teleports to a specific place depending on the day. Location of Gambolputti from the comments section. Monday - Walshara (59.20, 53.82) - Near the Temple of Elune.Tuesday - Suramar (50.62, 66.20) - Mid-city. Wednesday - Azsun (35.10, 71.26) - Observer
Island.Thursday - Haimountane (49.92, 59.65) - East of Thunder Totem.Friday - Stormheim (54.47, 61.08) - Near Talonrest.Saturday - Broken Beach (61.9, 29.8) - Wrynfall, on the edge of the tomb of Sargeras.sunday - Argus (Antoran Waste, 65.31, 43.23) above Lake fel, before Vindicaar. A screenshot of the user KeigaElspeth on WowheadBlizzard is no stranger to
implementing hidden mobs and NPCs. Some are out there as a reward, some as part of a larger story or mystery, and some there are just as references. The dog held a lot of sentimental value to the players during the Pandaria Mist. He appeared on your Tillers farm after completing Lost and Lonely and responded to emotions as '/love' with: Your dog loves you too!. The players
were sad to leave him behind, so the Dog was added again to show up in your herb garden garrison in the warlords of Draenor (if you successfully recruited him to the Fog of Pandaria). With the Legion, there was to be a new plan for the Dogs. Namely, not to leave the dog behind, looting the pebbles and giving it to him in the garrison will make him appear in the dalaran pet shop!
For a map of pebbles scattered all over Dalaran check out this comment. The screenshot of Draconicman user on WowheadShal'Aran is the home of our favorite mana hungry friends, and it is also home to the secret unlockable NPC! The liberation of Rowendros from the wriggling Cocoon in the cave inside the Crimson Ticket will make him show his gratitude and despawn. He
will then appear as a mining and forge trader in Schal Aran, and you can see him sitting in the back with other refugees. The screenshot of the pyrannor user on WowheadEach Artifact Weapon has a special hidden look - some drops, some require the detection of objects. While some artifacts have passive effects, some have special interactions. Frost: While frost is an artifact of
the Fallen Prince's Fallen Prince appearance Dark Runeblade equipped or transmogged, Soulblade has a chance to proc when doing damage, and when it does, you can see the memory of Arthas as a special spawn all over the Broken Islands. If you click on it, it has a special dialogue and then provides some artifact power blades. Also, standing still for a few minutes will create
a patch of ice will grow under the player's feet. Recovery: While the artifact restores G'Hanir, the appearance of the Mother's Guardian Crown or Transmogge, will eventually be a bunch of leaves under the player until they On the spot. Balance: While The artifact Scythe appearance of Elune's Reach is equipped or transmoge, Feral Spirit will appear on Feral Worgen (neutral NPC)
in Val'chara. By wielding your artifact weapons, you can decurse these worgen, and you will be given a small amount of Artifact Power.FIre: While the Fire Artifact Felo'melorn appearance Star Design is equipped or transmogged, talking to an elven blacksmith in Dalaran gives a unique dialogue that rewards artifact power. In addition, sometimes the corpses of mobs that you kill will
be charred black and smoldering. Protection: While the Truthguard protective artifact features Vindicator's Bulwark features or is transmoggated, the player will be able to identify hidden demons; The shield will begin to glow when the player is next to the hidden and will be revealed by Light Reveals.Elemental: While the rising artifact of The Fist ra-den appearance of Prestige
Amani is equipped or transmogged, some water and air elementals in Stormheim are friendly to the player. Recovery: While the artifact is recovering Sharas'dal, the scepter tides the look of the Snake reel equipped or transmogged, your weapon will have watery idling animations when your character stands still. Weapons: While the weapon is an artifact of Strom'kar, the
appearance of a warbreaker is equipped or transmogged, surrounded by trolls! Will be thrown at the player and the trolls will cringe in fear at the sight of you. If there is a Skull appearance of Thal'kiel's Visage (Visage of the First Wakener) equipped or transmogge, Thal'kiel will talk to you, throwing certain abilities, killing mobs, or even going to certain places. For example, during
the casting of Ritual Invocation, Thal'kiel will whisper one of three dialogues: Do you need help to complete the ritual call? Can't you do it your way? How pathetic! Looking for a creature from twisting the Lower? Grabbing the beast from the Void? About... You're just calling a friend... When I had a body, I never needed help with this ritual. I was a conscript without peers! To see the
full list of dialogue spoke with the player Thal'kiel, head over in this guide. When Aluneth is equipped or transmogged, Aluneth will talk to you while throwing certain abilities, killing mobs, or even going to certain places. For example, when casting Conjure Refreshment, Thal'kiel will whisper one of four dialogues: your considerable talent is wasted on ... Pudding. Your allies are too
dependent on you. Let them starve. The sheer forces of the ancient titans are in your team and you decide to create ... delicious treats? I find your constant need for food naked. To see the full list of dialogue spoke to the player Aluneth, head over to this guide. With Xal'atath, the Blade of the Black Empire equipped or transmogged, Xal'atath will talk to you when throwing certain
abilities, killing mobs, or even going to certain places. when killing the enemy, Xal'atath will whisper whisper of the three dialogues: Do you think it ceases to exist? Every little death helps. Boring.To see the full list of dialogue talked to the player Thal'kiel, head over to this guide. Bonnet Alaina is a cosmetic steering wheel that was introduced during stage 6, 7, or 8 of the broken
shore for Alliance.Pick up a charred locket from the ashes of a fallen crusader, Located on altar.Complete Broken Shore scenario and Battle for Broken Shore.Head in Eastvale logging camp and give the locket Alaina Hearthsong inside the house at 85.5, 69.7.Briefly leave and return to the house, and on the second floor, you can rob the Bonnet.An Alliance character required to
rob the hood, but The Horde can trance into it once purchased. Screenshot user Salandir on WowheadThis plate set has a legion-fel theme, and is only available as a really rare drop from the opening of Eredar War supplies in Krokuun or from the following rare elites in Krokuun and Antoran Waste: In Antoran Waste: Screenshot user Gammosh on WowheadThis fabric set has a
Legion-Fel theme and is only available as a very rare droplet of three different rare in Antoran waste or as a very rare reward from the opening of the Eredar Wardar on Antortor. Wowhead Screenshot Leeyloo on Wowhead Screenshots (ok) RedVull, Sergio95, and Lazel on Wowhead These Weapons have a chance to fall out of the final bosses during the Legion invasion across
the Broken Isles. Niskaran Morning Star1H MaceBattle MaceBattle Mace From Niskaran Guard1H MaceStar of Niskara1H MaceLegion's Edge1H AxeDread Vanquisher's Hacker1H AxeArgus Decapitator2H AxeFace of Ruin2H MaceEredar Battle Staff2H StaffS Spire2H StaffBlood Guard Tooth2H SwordWrathblade2H SwordBloodseeker in BulwarkShieldSoulstealer's
BarrierShieldAlthough these collectibles are not hidden (for the most part), it's still worth mentioning them, since you can easily miss them. Although each class has its own unique set of spells and abilities, they also have additional cosmetic elements that further differentiate and personalize the character of the player. Click here to go to a class of specific toys, mountains and more!
Guide. To get the most out of these collectibles, you'll be taking part in unique activities in your class order hall such as Challenge The Boss and defeating him, planting seeds and harvesting it in a few days, playing mini-games and more! Ensemble: Blackened Defias Armor obtained through the completion of Deadmines: Sea'in Red. Only crooks can do the next quest, but a defias
armor kit can be worn on any skin worn toon! Step one: To get this ensemble, you must first be in outlaw specialization and green wing Macaw pet. Step two: After you purchased your companion and changed your specialization to Outlaw, head over Deadmines in Westfall. Make sure you've installed In normal front of the entrance! Mobs won't fall bloodied Defias Bandana on on
Difficulties. Step three: Once inside, make your way to the end of the dungeon. It is recommended that you do not kill any of the mobs aside from the bosses, the reason is that you will kill and rob mobs for the search you will get later at the end of the dungeon. Upon reaching the end of the dungeon, run along the sidewalk until you get to an area called Ironclad Cove where you
will see the Ghost Parrot.Step four: Walk up the parrot and call the green wing of Ara, which will then give you access to The Grappling Hook extra bar action. Using this extra action button will lead you to Captain Bramblebeard, who will then provide you with a quest to kill Defias in case you have collected 100 bloodied Defias Bandanas. Step five: Kill all Defias! If you kill Defias on
the way to the Captain before the quest begins, just run out and drop the copy. Dumping a copy will spawn all previously killed mobs, allowing you to kill and rob them again. Step six: After you've got 100 bandanas, head back to the Ghost Parrot and call your green wing Ara to be taken again before Captain Bramblebeard. Turn on in your quest and you'll be given an ensemble:
Blackened Defias Armor. Click on me for a quick picture guide!1. Head to Ironclad Bay at the end of the dungeon. Make your way down the sidewalk and then swim out to the Ghost Parrot. Call your green Macaw wing and use the extra bar action ability of Grappling Hook to fight up To Captain Bramblebeard.4. Take Captain Bramblebeard's quest and collect 100 bloodied Defias
Bandanas. Follow the steps up to get back to it after you have completed Deadmines: Sea'in Red.5. Enjoy your ensemble: blackened Defias Armor performances! The Dark Ranger's Hood transmog booster is available in the Hunter Hall class after completing a short quest line. Step one: Talk to the death hunter Of Murgoth and buy 13 Black Roses from him. Step two: After that,
find the Dark Ranger Velonara, give her a rose and then return to the death of hunter Murgoth. Next time you see the Dark Ranger Velonara, take the search for dark Memento and follow him back to Death Hunter Moorgoth, who will then have the Dark Ranger hood up for sale! A screenshot of Salandir on WowheadHandwraps of Serenity can be purchased from Master Tan at the
Kun-Lai Summit; Cross the bridge to the tiger terrace and it should be to your left as soon as you cross it. A quick way to get to this vendor is to take the portal to the Kun-Lai Summit in the classroom hall and talk to The Sidrom, which will phase you kung-lai summit where the Legion has not yet attacked. They give your monk the appearance that you don't have a fist weapon, so
you fight with your bare fists. Hand-held serenity can't be enchanted by illusions. Screenshot of user Aera on Wowhead Mask skillful dodging and boots sly dodging can get in order the chamber of the shadow ward. You must have an order hall update trained to receive treasures from the Uncoronized Vault. Having this training also allows you sometimes to receive a Sanctuary
ticket after completing the booking hall missions. You can also pickpocket mobs all over the Broken Islands to sometimes rob Marin Noggenfogger's Lucky Coin, which also allows you to get treasures from the Uncrowned Sanctuary. After turning into a Asylum ticket or Marin Noggenfogger's Lucky Coin Marin Noggenfogger's Lucky Coin, you'll be able to choose a treasure from this
vault that has the chance to contain a mask of sly dodging and boots sly dodging.The rest of the set can also be purchased: Screenshot user Aera on WowheadTo get Arsenal: Weapon E. It is either protecting the magician tower or the dead and will respawn soon). Warmage Kath'leen sells an arsenal for 1000 Nethershard's only for the Knights of Death. Using an arsenal will
provide you with fifteen weapon appearances listed below. You can only use the performances listed below on the Death Knight. However, ALL the visibility provided by this item can be used by all three specializations of the Knight of Death (Blood, Frost and Wicked). Screenshot of Kyzah on WowheadTo get Arsenal: Silver Hand Weapon, fly to Liberation Point on the Broken
Shore and look for supplier Warmage Kath'leen (if it can't be located, it either protects the Magician Tower or the dead and will respawn soon). Warmage Kath'leen sells arsenal for 1000 Nethershard only for Paladin. Using the arsenal will provide you with four weapons listed below. You can only use the performances listed below at Paladin. However, ALL the visibility provided by
this item can be used by all three of Paladin's specialties (Retribution, Holy and Protection). Kendrubben's screenshot on WowheadThe Arsenal: The Warglaives of Azzinoth provides Demon Hunters with a transmogable version of Warglaives of Azzinoth. You can earn this arsenal on any of your characters as long as you've got the feat of power of Warglaives Azzinoth by owning
both warglaives (the main hand of Warglaive Azzinoth and hand-held Warglaive Azzinoth together). The following classes can earn Warglaives Azzinoth: Rogue, Death Knight, Warrior, Monk, and Demon Hunter. After receiving Warglaives Azzinoth, you have to kill Illidan Stormrage in a timewalking version of the Black Temple with any class (you don't have to complete a raid on
the Demon Hunter to get an arsenal). After successfully completing the raid, you will be rewarded I will keep these for you until you come out, which will also give you Arsenal: Warglaives Azzinoth.Screenshot Maroro on WowheadA Tiny Set of Warglaives is an acquired toy from Falara Nightsong in the Demon Hunter Class Hall Mardum, Shattered Abyss for 1000 Order
Resources. You can only buy this toy if you достижение Power Ascended, Ascended, requires you to unlock every Artifact Trait for a single weapon artifact after empowering it. Using this toy will put cute little demon hunter Pepe on his head! And yes, you can use this toy on non-Demon Hunter toons! Pepe can be found in many different places throughout New Dalaran. If you
happen to find this sweet orange ball of fluff, you will get the achievement of the Mandarin Traveler when you click on it and it will respawn instantly! Click Me For a List of Possible Locations and TomTom waypoints Compiled by Purgatorywolf:/way 40.89, 33.23/way 42.65, 57.17/way 44.86, 28.76/way 48.08, 31.72/way 58.44, 41.68/way 32.19, 31.22/way 39.10, 33.36/way 39.88,
35.21/way 50.84, 53.78/way 36.24, 37.58/way 32.78, 45.18/way 54.56, 44.52/way 64.32, 54.60/way 37.43, 56.18/way 45.01, 22.00/way 59.94, 52.65/way 52.31, 17.68 /way 35.46, 49.73/way 34.98, 28.01/way 48.35, 38.72/way 57.20, 52.40/way 34.08, 34.20/way 39.99, 27.90/way 39.70, 42.80The middle cubby to the right of the entrance inside The Agronomical Apothecary
(alchemy shop). Under the fruit cart near Applebough.On barrel near Arcanomancer Vridiel in tanks for everything (blacksmith /mining building). On the well goes down the drain. On the fence near the Magic Beast (building for pets). On the pole at the pet cemetery. On the table next to Timothy Jones in Cartier and Co. is the top of the drawer at the Dalaran Visitor Centre next to a
smaller box of scrolls or near Andrew Matthews (Guild Master), sitting on a pile of green books.next to the first aid coach. (right, on the counter). At the back entrance to the underbelly sewer (Dalaran), at the top of the pile boxes.in the right side of the room is a purple gate (the room is straight to the right as you enter from the street to The Krasus Landing), sitting on a barrel. On a
barrel near Archmage Timear on the Purple Hold entrance.inside Topics of Fate sitting at the end of the counter with a cloth armour merchant.hovering over a bench near the Antonidas Memorial.inside Hunter Achievement on the counter between Dagna Flinlock and Aemara.inside North Shore Dalaran on the bench. Left, to tellers.on steps, Leading to the purple Citadel.inside
Legendary leather sitting on the railings at the top level.on barrel behind the bar at Legerdemain Lounge (if you have trouble tapping on it master.in, change the camera from top to bottom). To the left on a small staircase to the charming building. A screenshot of Rifkin11 on WowheadPepe can be found in the Silitus Mountains above the Alliance camp. You can see more
screenshots and a map of where Pepe can be found on this page imgur, screenshot by at WowheadMake is sure that you are in the Legion phase of Silitus to be able to see it! Talk to Sidormi in Silita (the bubble of white speech on the map) to change the phases if necessary. Pepe can also be found in paintings across the Broken Islands, including the New Dalaran buildings of
Curiosities and Moore, Threads of Destiny, Photonic Playground, and even at Nar'thalas Academy in Azsuna.Screenshot by WowheadIn rogue order of the shadow hall, creator Pepe Jordan Power in the game link Jorrix Powerspark can be found no with anyone-screenshot of the Bodiy WowheadDuring rebellion questline, there will be a holographer Ly'leth Lunaster called the
image of Ly'leth Lunater inside Shal'Leth Luna It has a new message for you. It even updates you on Nightborne's new obsession with Pepe: There is some talk of a sweep for deserters after the events of Astravar Harbor. Encourage your people to follow. More and more defectors may come to you. In the easy news, there is a new fashion trend sweeping the palace. There is an
obsession with placing decorative orange birds on their heads. Perplexing, really. As always, I keep looking for our mutual friend. As soon as I know more, I will address you directly. Stay strong, the first Arkanist. Screenshot of Whiterock on WowheadTo earn the title, you must first complete the achievement of What a Ripoff! after completing the quest line in Stormheim, starting
with the quest Food in our business. After that, you'll want to go to Dalaran and complete the time-gathering quest. Completing the quest will provide you with the achievement of Lock, Stock and two smoking goblins, as well as the title. Screenshot of Neurotoxin0001 on WowheadHead Headband obtained after completion of reaching No Stone Unturned, which requires the player
to complete 250 Legion Digsites through Broken Isles.Screenshot by vocalhero86 on WowheadTo get the title (or headmistress if your toon is a woman), you must first complete the Legioni quest chain that will, in the end, provide you with a key to Nar'thalas. Using the key on the door at Nar'thalas Academy in Asuna will allow you to talk and challenge Elia Azuremoon to a duel.
After defeating her, you get the title. Keep in mind your friends will also get the title if they help you beat her! Screenshot: Addy on Wowhead Wowhead
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